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Abstract
Geochronology indicates a rapid transition from primary to secondary crust building on the Moon.
However, a lack of consensus remains regarding the operative mechanisms responsible for generation of
early secondary magmas and their global extent. This study tests the hypothesis that the earliest
secondary crust (Mg-suite rocks) formed as a direct result of density-driven cumulate mantle overturn. To
do this, we advance 3-D mantle convection models to predict the extent of lower mantle melting induced
by cumulate overturn. In contrast to previous suggestions, our results demonstrate that mantle overturn
alone can simultaneously explain the abundance, timing, and spatial extent of early secondary crust
building without contributions from other energy sources, i.e., lunar KREEP (potassium, rare earth
elements, phosphorus, radiogenic U, Th). We propose that gravitational instabilities in magma ocean
cumulate piles are major driving forces for the onset of mantle convection and initial secondary crust
building on differentiated bodies.

1. Introduction
Akin to the theory of plate tectonics on Earth, the magma ocean and cumulate mantle overturn (CMO)
hypotheses work in concert as the guiding paradigms for the formation and redistribution of mantle and
crustal material on terrestrial bodies1,2. These concepts were largely developed through exploration of the
Moon, and its rock record still provides the most direct evidence for the lunar magma ocean (LMO) and
CMO epochs. Here the lunar magnesian-suite of samples stand out (Mg-suite: dunite, pink spinel
troctolite, troctolite, norite, gabbronorite). Their primitive olivine compositions anchor the Mg-suite mantle
source to initially deep-seated primary LMO cumulates, and its presence within the lunar crust therefore
demands mobilization of said cumulates toward the surface via CMO3–7. Geochronology indicates that
Mg-suite petrogenesis, and by extension CMO, occurred near-contemporaneously with LMO
solidi�cation8,9. Thus, the Mg-suite plays a pivotal role in unraveling the magmatic transition from
primary to secondary crust building on the Moon. Despite these critical links to early lunar evolution, a
lack of consensus remains regarding the operative mechanisms responsible for generation of early
secondary magmas and their global extent10–13.

Confounding the origin of Mg-suite is that samples returned by the Apollo missions contain elevated
concentrations of trace elements associated with a KREEP component (potassium, rare earth elements,
phosphorus)10. The KREEP signature observed in Mg-suite samples is surprising because the formation
of KREEP is tied to the �nal stages of LMO crystallization, contrasting with the primitive origins
demanded by their major element composition. Determining the role of KREEP during Mg-suite
petrogenesis is important because its high concentrations of U, Th, and K make KREEP a major source for
radiogenic heat in the magmatic evolution of the Moon14,15. KREEP-induced melting was recently
proposed to be the primary mechanism for explaining the observed lunar crustal dichotomy12, potentially
determining the production and distribution of Mg-suite magmatism4,5,12.
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Mounting lines of evidence now call into question the importance of KREEP in Mg-suite petrogenesis.
KREEP-poor lunar meteorites with a chemical a�nity to Mg-suite are documented10,16−18,
thermochemical models demonstrate no need for KREEP to produce Mg-suite magmas derived from
primary LMO cumulates11, and remote sensing observations identify Mg-suite locations across the lunar
surface19–21, far beyond the Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) where KREEP appears most concentrated.
If KREEP is not a primary driver of Mg-suite petrogenesis, CMO rises as the central geologic process for
initiating secondary crust building on the Moon. And although recent geochemical links between Mg-suite
and CMO have been forwarded11, a KREEP-free relationship between Mg-suite and CMO remains untested
by modern dynamical models of early lunar mantle convection. Moreover, the last decade has delivered
advances in geochronology and global mineralogical analyses that present new challenges to the CMO
hypothesis, and these are discussed below.

First, geochronological work identi�es near-concordant dates for putative primary lunar crust (a proxy for
LMO solidi�cation) and secondary Mg-suite samples8,9,22−26. The maximum disparity between
concordant crystallization ages of the primary lunar crust (4359 ± 9 Ma) and Mg-suite rocks (4340 ± 9
Ma) dictates that CMO-induced origin models must produce Mg-suite magmas within ~ 37 Myrs of LMO
solidi�cation8. CMO-induced melting of the Mg-suite source must also have been short-lived (< 18 Myrs)
to explain the small variance in crystallization ages between robustly dated Mg-suite rocks8.

Second, combined petrological and remote sensing studies also now constrain the global distribution of
Mg-suite rock types20,21,27−30. From these studies, the Mg-suite appears to be broadly distributed across
the Moon and not isolated within a single regional terrane (Fig. 1). The presence of KREEP-poor
meteorites with a chemical a�nity to Mg-suite10,16−18, likely sourced from localities outside of the PKT,
provide ground-truth to the global extent implied by remote observations. This broad distribution of Mg-
suite suggests that CMO operated as a global emplacement process28. Although Mg-suite rocks appear
widespread, they are estimated to comprise ~ 6–30 vol.% of the total lunar crust19,31, constraining the
extent of melting in associated petrogenetic models.

Taken together, the emerging picture is that the Mg-suite formed near contemporaneously with LMO
solidi�cation during a short magmatic interval, is broadly distributed across the Moon, and constitutes a
modest fraction of the lunar crust. Here, we employ a recently developed three-dimensional mantle
convection model32 to examine the spatial and temporal distribution of mantle melting produced by the
upwelling return �ow of primary magma ocean cumulates in response to CMO. We further advance the
existing geodynamic model by integrating available data from geochronology, petrologic studies, and
orbital spacecraft, to determine if i) CMO-induced decompression melting is capable of producing
su�cient volumes of Mg-suite material, ii) the magmatic duration of CMO-induced melting is consistent
with the small variance observed in the most reliable Mg-suite crystallization ages, and iii) the onset of
CMO-induced melting can reconcile the apparent brief formation interval between primary and secondary
crust formation on the Moon. The global distribution of melts stemming from each case is then
evaluated to test whether iv) a CMO origin can simultaneously satisfy the current spatial distribution of
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global Mg-suite exposures. In so doing, we identify physical properties of lunar CMO that ultimately
satisfy modern observations.

2. Results
We investigate the thermochemical evolution of density-driven cumulate mantle overturn and convective
return �ow using a numerical three-dimensional model of spherical geometry32 and test the effects of
ilmenite-bearing cumulate (IBC) thickness and viscosity contrast between the IBC layer and underlying
mantle. Except for the additional consideration of mantle layering (described further in our methods), our
model is the same as that reported in32. Results are assessed using the following constraints to
determine which models are most consistent with the natural observations (with additional discussion
provided in our methods).

Constraint 1 (Mg-suite volume) is de�ned by the estimated amount of Mg-suite material within the
lunar crust, or ~ 6–30 vol.% of the total lunar crust19,31.

Constraint 2 (magmatic duration) is constrained by the estimated duration of Mg-suite magmatism
based on concordant dating of Mg-suite samples. The magmatic duration is therefore constrained
by the variation of concordant Mg-suite dates, or ± 9 Myrs8.

Constraint 3 (formation interval) considers the interval of time between primary and secondary crust
building. This constraint is de�ned by the maximum interval of time between the closure ages of
ferroan anorthosites and the crystallization ages of secondary Mg-suite samples (including the
respective variance associated with each age), or ~ 37 Myrs8.

Constraints 4 and 5 (exposure and farthest neighbor) account for the global distribution of Mg-Suite
detections as constrained by mineralogical analyses from orbital spacecraft. Considering the data
set of21, we estimate the exposure proportion of Mg-suite per crater examined to be 0.52. We
calculate the farthest neighboring detection for a given identi�cation to be 5103 ± 243 km, which is
nearly half the circumference of the Moon (5460 km, or the maximum farthest neighbor distance
achievable) indicating that the Mg-suite is not regionally constrained.

2.1. Melt Volume
All model cases of CMO-induced partial melting successfully meet Constraint 1. In general, downwelling
of thicker ilmenite-bearing cumulate (IBC) layers leads to greater melt volumes derived from the
responsive upwelling of the lower mantle. The IBC-mantle viscosity contrast (hereafter, viscosity contrast)
does not systematically correlate with total melt volume (Fig. 2a). Model runs with IBC thicknesses of 30
km (Runs 1–5) yield total melt volumes ranging from 10.0–5.6 vol.% of the lunar crust, whereas runs with
IBC thicknesses of 50 km (Runs 6–9) yield 17.2–13.2 vol.% (Table 1). Runs 10 (IBC = 100 km) and 11
(IBC = 150 km) resulted in melt volumes proportional to 25.6 and 18.3 vol.% of the lunar crust,
respectively.
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2.2. Magmatic Duration and Formation Interval
Magmatic durations (full width at half maximum of peak melt production) and formation intervals (time
measured from the onset of the model to 50% cumulative melt volume) are both negatively correlated
with viscosity contrast for a given IBC thickness (supplementary Figs. 1, 2). Likewise, for a given mantle
reference viscosity, models with thicker IBC result in shorter magmatic durations and formation intervals.
Cases with low mantle reference viscosity result in shorter magmatic durations and formation intervals
compared to those using our high mantle reference viscosity, if viscosity contrast and IBC thickness are
controlled for (Fig. 2b,c). Magmatic durations for Runs 1–5 (IBC = 30 km) range between 69.2–2.5 Myrs,
and with formation intervals between 155.9–14.7 Myrs (Table 1). For Runs 6–9 (IBC = 50 km), the
magmatic durations and formation intervals range from 20.2–3.5 Myrs and 55.6–12.1 Myrs, respectively.
Runs 10 and 11 (IBC = 100 km and 150 km, respectively) resulted in magmatic durations of 3.1 and 1.8
Myrs, and with formation intervals of 6.4 and 3.9 Myrs.

2.3. Spatial Analysis
Most all cases exhibit a global upwelling pattern (e.g., Run 9, Fig. 3; additional cases are displayed in
supplementary Fig. 3). Run 11 was the only model with a hemispherical concentrated IBC downwelling.
Figure 3 showcases the responding morphology and melting of upwelling lower mantle in two examples;
Run 9 (IBC = 50 km) and Run 11 (IBC = 150 km). Speci�cally, we isolate a time slice near peak melt
production to visualize the 2-D morphology of upwelling Layer 0 and associated regions of melting.
Additionally, we present a 2-D slice of the downwelling IBC overlain by a visualization of the 3-D melt
surface of Layer 0. These visualizations demonstrate the upwelling and melting response of the lower
mantle to various patterns of IBC downwelling.

To make the comparison between natural observation and model, we randomly sample the surface of our
models 164 times to replicate the number of craters investigated by21. Each sampling location is a
synthetic crater, and the area sampled by the synthetic crater is determined by the scaling relationship
between central peak and crater diameter as reported by33 and using the crater diameters reported by21. If
melt from Layer 0 is present in a sampled area, we tally an identi�cation of Mg-suite (Fig. 3). We then
sum the number of Mg-suite identi�cations over the 164 random samplings to quantify the synthetic
exposure proportion. A thousand iterations are performed with randomized cratering locations that de�ne
an average synthetic exposure proportion in addition to an average farthest neighbor distance (each with
an associated standard deviation for every dynamical scenario). Our model includes a 2% melt detection
threshold (i.e., melting in excess of 2% is su�cient to be mobilized and detected), and therefore
represents an e�cient system of melt extraction from depth and high detectability. To test the effects of
decreasing e�ciency, we increase the melt detection threshold (MDT) in 1% increments (up to 7%) and
run the same 1000 random cratering iterations for each percentage step. The resulting data can be taken
to evaluate the effects on global melt distribution within an e�cient (MDT = 2–3%), moderate (MDT = 4–
5%), and a less-e�cient (MDT = 6–7%) system of melt extraction and detection.
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In general, melts derived from the upwelling of lower mantle cumulates in response to CMO can explain
the global spatial constraints (Table 1). Most runs co-satisfy the distance and exposure constraints at
low to moderate MDT = 3–5%. Run 11, with its relatively thick IBC layer (150 km), is the only model that
failed to simultaneously satisfy the farthest neighbor and exposure proportion over the entire range of
MDT considered.

3. Discussion

3.1. Abundance, timing, and spatial extent of initial
secondary crust building
We �rst emphasize that our model of CMO does not require KREEP to explain the abundance, timing, and
extent of Mg-suite rocks. Previous work has criticized the limited extent of KREEP-free partial melting
during CMO as a shortcoming for Mg-suite petrogenesis12. However, all cases modeled here generated
melt volumes proportional to ~ 6–26 vol.% of the lunar crust (Fig. 4a). Constrained by geologically
realistic initial conditions and dynamical parameters, our modeling therefore demonstrates that the
modest fraction of Mg-suite within the lunar crust (~ 6–30 vol.%) is well explained by CMO-induced
partial melting of the lower mantle. In this context, we suggest that, while KREEP may have contributed to
the petrogenesis of a subset of Mg-suite samples, it is not necessary for the initiation of secondary crust
building on the Moon10,11,16.

The CMO process alone can also reconcile the near-concordant formation ages between the primary
�otation crust (FAN) and secondary Mg-suite (Fig. 4a). Chronological constraints used in this study are
derived from concordant dating of Mg-suite rocks and the near-concordant ages of FAN8. Collectively,
these data indicate a relatively short magmatic duration for Mg-suite and a brief formation interval
relative to FAN production. A major result is that our modeling naturally aligns with these two
chronological constraints, as we demonstrate that magmatic duration and formation intervals are
positively correlated phenomena for CMO-induced magmatism (Fig. 4a). Speci�cally, Fig. 4a
demonstrates that CMO scenarios capable of explaining the brief duration of Mg-suite magmatism (≤ 18
Myrs) also result in formation intervals ≤ 37 Myrs. In this way, the short formation interval and brief
magmatic duration of the Mg-suite revealed by geochronology is naturally explained by IBC-driven CMO.
If instead large amounts of radiogenic heat contributed to KREEP-induced melting of the Mg-suite source,
this prolonged source of heating should extend the formation interval between FAN and Mg-suite beyond
current constraints and further questions the role of KREEP in driving early secondary crust building.

Implicit in the near-concordant dates of FAN is that the LMO solidi�ed near 4360 Ma. Other chronological
approaches suggest LMO solidi�cation occurred earlier, and perhaps as early as 4510 Ma34,35. If the
earlier LMO solidi�cation dates are accurate, this would require CMO-induced Mg-suite formation
intervals of ~ 100–150 Myrs. Our models with a relatively thin IBC layer (30 km thick) and small viscosity
contrast ( ≥ 10−2) produce formation intervals on this timescale (Fig. 2c), but they also result in
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magmatic durations that are longer (37–69 Myrs) than the current constraint of 18 Myrs (Fig. 2b). In this
context, we stress that thin IBC layers should be most enriched in ilmenite. Because ilmenite is
rheologically weak, a thin IBC layer and low viscosity contrast is not a geologically or experimentally
favored parameter combination36. Our higher viscosity contrast ( ≤ 10−3) models are therefore better
aligned with rheological expectations and uniformly produce magmatic durations that are < 18 Myrs.
Reconciling an older FAN formation age (~4.5 Ga) with Mg-suite petrogenesis by IBC-driven CMO may
require future revisions to lunar geochronology and the rheology of LMO cumulates. Whereas we show
that a younger FAN and near concordant secondary crust building is entirely consistent with current
geochronological and rheological constraints.

We note also that lowering the reference viscosity of the mantle serves to decrease both the formation
interval and magmatic duration of early secondary crust building (Fig. 2b,c). The range of reference
viscosities taken here are consistent with a dry peridotite rheology32, but it is possible that water37–42 and
trapped melt43–45 act to lower cumulate viscosity within the LMO46,47. If this were the case, then the
observed short formation interval and magmatic duration could be satis�ed over a wider parameter
space than documented here. Following, a rheologically weaker cumulate pile poses additional di�culties
for reconciling early dates of LMO solidi�cation given the apparent requirement for both a longer
formation interval and extended magmatic duration.

Our spatial analysis indicates that lower mantle melting in response to IBC-driven CMO can co-satisfy the
global constraints from orbital remote sensing of Mg-suite (Fig. 4b). Our dynamical modeling speci�cally
identi�es that overturn of a thin to moderately thick ilmenite-bearing cumulate (~ 30-50km, possibly up to
100 km) can reproduce the key volume, geochronological, and spatial characteristics of the Mg-suite
when considering a high viscosity contrast (10− 3 – 10− 4) with the underlying mantle. Our results
eliminate thick IBC layers (150 km) and degree-1 downwelling as a viable scenario because the
responding hemispheric melt distribution of Run 11 violates the coupled exposure and distance
constraints of Mg-suite (Fig. 4b). Our results are therefore most consistent with numerical and
experimental simulations of the LMO, which suggest relatively thin IBC layers (~ 10–50 km) based on
mass balance and phase equilibria5,32,48,49. Thicker IBC layers up to 150 km are expected when
considering the dynamic redistribution and coalescence of small IBC diapirs during the LMO solidi�cation
process7,32, and our modeling therefore suggests this secondary processing of the IBC layer did not occur.

It is for these reasons that we conclude CMO-induced melting of KREEP-poor primary mantle cumulates
can simultaneously explain the origin, abundance, timing, duration, and spatial extent of Mg-suite
magmatism (Fig. 4). By extension, our CMO model provides explanation for the rapid transition from
primary to secondary crust building on the Moon. Finally, the Mg-suite provides foundational evidence for
the hypothesis that gravitational instabilities in magma ocean cumulate piles are major driving forces for
the dynamics of early mantle convection within differentiated bodies7,50,51. Our work supports this
hypothesis and implies that the in�uence of magma oceans remains central to planetary evolution, even
after their solidi�cation is complete.
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4. Online Methods
4.1  Modeling Parameters

Our model considers downwelling driven by the dense IBC layer within a fully solidi�ed Moon. Overturn
driven by dense silicates in a partially solidi�ed Moon45 is not considered here because it is unclear if this
process took place after the isotopic closure of ferroan anorthosites (FANs), which is required for
geochronology and the plutonic nature of the Mg-Suite8.

Our model Moon includes �ve layers: core, lower mantle (Layer 0), upper mantle (Layer 1), ilmenite-
bearing cumulate layer (IBC, Layer 2), and crust (Layer 3), from bottom to top. The core is only
energetically coupled with the lower mantle32,46. The IBC has lower viscosity and higher density than
the mantle and is overlain by a less dense crust. We set the core-mantle boundary, the lower-upper mantle
boundary, the IBC bottom, and the IBC-crust boundary at the nominal radii of 340 km, 1040 km, 1660 km,
and 1710 km, respectively. Following previous work32, we treat the initial thickness of the IBC layer as a
free parameter by modeling cases of 30, 50, 100, and 150km to explore the dynamic return �ow patterns
and timing of upwelling mantle from Layer 0.

The viscosity contrast between the IBC layer and the underlying mantle plays a key role in determining the
dynamics of CMO36,47-49. Model viscosity is both temperature and compositionally dependent. Here we
explore a range of IBC viscosities constrained by experiments36. The predicted viscosity of pure ilmenite
is ~4 orders of magnitude lower than that of dry harzburgite (approximated by dry olivine). Mantle Layers
0 and Layer 1 therefore assume the rheology of dry harzburgite, ranging from 5x1020 - 1021 Pa s, and we
vary the viscosity contrast of the IBC layer to be between 10-1 - 10-4 × that of dry harzburgite32.

Instability is induced via random distribution of chemical tracers50, meaning we assign no initial
perturbation to the IBC-mantle interface. The evolution of the four silicate layers is solved with
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conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The formulation and parameterization of melt generation
have been described in32. Our mantle solidus is de�ned by38. The mantle thermal Rayleigh number32 is
given to 6x105. We apply parameterized equations of51 to solve for the local production of melt using the
mantle solidus from38. We �rst assume that melting in excess of 2% is mobilized and is detectable in the
crust by remote techniques11, and later increase this threshold as a free parameter in our spatial analysis
(detailed further in our results). Our model uses a 12×64×48×48 mesh based on CitcomS52, which gives
an azimuthal resolution of 14 km and radial resolution of 22 km. The ilmenite fraction of the IBC layer is
~ 6-12 wt% over the range of IBC thicknesses32. 

Following previous work46,53,54, our model assumes 50% of all heat producing elements (U, Th, and K) are
present in the IBC layer7, while the remaining 50% is evenly distributed throughout the lunar mantle. The
heat generation rate of these heat producing elements is calculated based on the bulk U and Th
abundances of the Moon. The bulk U and Th abundances of the present day are taken as 25.7 and 102.8
ppb (Th/U = 4), respectively55. The Moon is highly depleted of the volatile element K56-58. We use the
K/Th ratio of 2,50059. Additional details of our model are found in32. 

4.2 Natural Constraints

Constraint 1 (Mg-suite volume) is de�ned by the estimated amount of Mg-suite material within the lunar
crust. Although loosely constrained, a modest fraction of the lunar crust is estimated to be comprised of
Mg-suite material, constituting as much as ~6-30 vol.% of the lunar crust19,31. We therefore consider the
total melt volume generated by each model case in relation to the total volume of the lunar crust. We note
that the total melt volumes reported here represent a conservative estimate as some Mg-suite melts may
have assimilated crust in producing more Mg-suite material11,60. The reference volume of the lunar crust
is estimated by assuming a spherical shell and using an average crustal thickness of 40 km61.

Constraint 2 (magmatic duration) is de�ned by the estimated duration of Mg-suite magmatism. Recent
geochronological results for the Mg-suite tightly constrains magmatic events to occur within ± 9 Myrs8.
The variance associated with the Mg-suite age of crystallization could re�ect a real distribution of
crystallization ages among each sample measured, or it could be attributed to analytical uncertainty. If
the latter, then the real duration of Mg-suite crystallization would be even shorter than de�ned above. We
therefore treat the ~18 My variance de�ned by8 as our duration constraint. We approximate the duration
of mantle melting in our dynamical models using the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of melt
production rates (Supplementary Fig. 1). Constraint 3 (formation interval) is de�ned by the maximum
interval of time between the ages of FANs secondary Mg-suite samples (including the respective variance
associated with each age). The most reliable crystallization ages stated in our introduction (Mg-suite:
4340 ± 9 Myrs, anorthositic crust: 4359 ± 9 Myrs) constrains the formation interval to ≤ 37 Myrs8. We
note that this formation interval includes the time associated with IBC-layer formation following isotopic
closure of the crust, magmatic emplacement, and cooling to the closure temperatures associated with the
isotopic systems used to date the Mg-suite samples. Our model estimates the time of magmatic
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emplacement, prior to cooling and isotopic closure. The IBC layer is also fully formed at time zero in our
model. In this study, we consider the interval between time zero of the model and the time step most
closely associated with 50% of the cumulative melt volume for each case. The time to 50% cumulative
melt volume therefore provides a relatively conservative estimate for the timing of Mg-suite formation
compared to the onset of melting in each model. Models reaching 50% cumulative melt volume after 37
My are deemed unsuccessful based on Constraint 3 (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Constraints 4 and 5 (exposure proportion and distance, respectively) account for the spatial distribution
of Mg-Suite rocks. We take the spatial distribution of exposed Mg-Suite rocks from21. This study
examines the mineralogy exposed in 164 craters across the global surface (33-199 km in diameter). Our
selection of their dataset is based on their extensive search of craters and basins and the use of a
common approach to mineral identi�cation. Here, craters exhibiting spectral signatures of olivine,
orthopyroxene, and spinel, with no evidence for clinopyroxene (i.e., a marker for mare basalts) are
considered positive Mg-suite detections (Fig. 1). The Mg-suite exposure proportion based on the dataset
of21 is 0.52 detections per crater examined.

Although the complete distribution of subsurface Mg-suite is unknown, the observed spatial distribution
of Mg-suite detections can be quanti�ed by measuring the current distance between each detection and
its farthest neighbor (Constraint 5). If Mg-suite detections are con�ned to a small region of the Moon, the
farthest neighbor distance for each detection will be relatively short compared to if Mg-suite is more
globally distributed. We calculate the average farthest neighbor of observed Mg-suite rocks to be 5103 ±
243 km, which is nearly half the circumference of the Moon (~5460 km, or the maximum farthest
neighbor distance achievable) indicating a broad distribution of Mg-suite exposures across the global
surface (Fig. 1).
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Table 1 is available in the Supplementary Files section.
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Figure 1

Global extent of candidate Mg-suite exposures. Topographic base map of the Moon edited from44.
Mercator projection centered at 0o longitude and between latitudes ± 57°. Color elevation scale provided.
Pink-�lled circles represent candidate Mg-suite detections (olivine, orthopyroxene, pink spinel) and white-
�lled circles are craters examined with no detection of Mg-suite from the orbital remote sensing database
of21 examining 164 craters in total across the surface of the Moon. Further discussion provided in the
text.

Figure 2

Melt volume and temporal systematics of lower mantle melting in response to cumulate mantle overturn.
(a) the full width at half maximum of peak melt production curves (b), and time to 50% cumulative melt
volume (c) plotted as a function of IBC viscosity contrast. Cases with IBC thickness = 30, 50, 100, and
150km are represented by triangles, diamonds, circle, and square, respectively. High reference mantle
viscosity = shaded symbols, and low reference mantle viscosity = open symbols. Natural constraints
(de�ned in our methods) are represented by blue-shaded regions. Overall, an increase in IBC thickness
and viscosity contrast generally results in larger total melt volumes (a), briefer periods of magmatic
duration (b), and more rapid formation intervals (c). Further discussion presented in the text.

Figure 3

Morphology and melting of upwelling lower mantle in response to cumulate mantle overturn. Runs 9 (IBC
= 50km) and 11 (IBC = 150km) are showcased. Presented are snap shots near peak melt production. Left:
isolating the 2-D morphology of upwelling layer 0 (fraction of lower mantle color scale provided) and
associated regions of melting (red). Right: visualization of the 3-D melt surface of layer 0 (red) overlain
on top of a 2-D slice of the downwelling layer 2 (fraction of IBC color scale provided). Run 9 exhibits a
global upwelling pattern, and like most all other cases exhibits a spherical harmonic degree of IBC
downwelling > 1 (additional cases found in supplementary Figure 3). Run 11 is the only model that did
not result in a global upwelling pattern and was dominated by a spherical harmonic degree of 1 for IBC
downwelling. Also shown are the associated 2D melt surface expressions considering a melt detection
threshold of 4% with regions of melting (pink), no melting (blue), and synthetic crater locations (x) used to
determine exposure proportions and farthest neighboring distances (see also �gure 4). Further discussion
provided in the text.
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Figure 4

Temporal and spatial correlations of lower mantle melting induced by cumulate mantle overturn. (a)
FWHM vs. time to 50% cumulative melt volume. Symbols are the same from Fig. 2, but now �lled with the
associated color scale for total melt volume (reported in vol. % of the total lunar crust). Geochronological
constraints from (13) indicate a relatively short magmatic duration and formation interval for Mg-suite
petrogenesis (blue-shaded region). Model data shows that magmatic duration and formation intervals
are positively correlated phenomena during cumulate mantle overturn. Results indicate cumulate overturn
can simultaneously satisfy the onset, abundance, and duration of Mg-suite magmatism. (b) Exposure
proportion vs. average distance to farthest neighbor. Symbols are the same as Fig. 2, but now �lled with
gray scale representing each melt detection threshold considered (MDT = 2 – 7%). The observed
exposure and distance constraints of Mg-suite detections are plotted as a horizontal dashed line and
blue-shaded region, respectively. Apart from Run 11, all cases of cumulate overturn are capable of
successfully co-satisfying the exposure and distance constraints when considering the range of MDT
explored here. Further discussion provided in the text.
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